Introducing
FreightOptics
The most innovative logistics technology
in the supply chain industry.

Monitor your Supply Chain
As the supply chain industry undergoes a digital transformation, FreightOptics leads the
competition in technological capabilities, overall visibility, and ease of use. Our cloud-based
platform was conceptualized by a team of technology and supply chain industry leaders in
search of a comprehensive, profit-driven software solution that enhances supply chain visibility.

It’s a Digital Revolution
FreightOptics provides access to all modes via one single login. Taking time to download Excel
spreadsheets becomes a thing of the past. You no longer have to log in to individual carrier accounts
to run reports. Our technology also eliminates the need to spend countless hours tracking and
reviewing invoices, overall saving an average of 1 ½ to 2 hours per day, per logistics employee.

Visibility,
Automation, &
Real Solutions

FreightOptics is a technology that can positively and
profitably transform your business. Our cloud-based
system utilizes the most advanced data analytics
currently available in the industry to deliver services and
solutions such as:




Parcel and Freight
Audit & Payment
Business
Intelligence




Optimization
(Bid Management)
Parcel and Freight
TMS (Transportation
Management System)

FreightOptics analyzes each critical element of your supply
chain to maximize all savings opportunities and streamlines
your shipping data into one consolidated dashboard that
can be customized to fit your individual needs.

Key Features
• Cloud-based, Mobile-friendly
Technology
• One Login for 24-7 Access
to All Data
• Heat Maps, Pie Charts,
and Graphs
• Customizable Dashboard
• Detailed Reporting
• Visibility of Warehouse
Metrics

It’s All About
Results
• $27,000 saved for a leading CPG manufacturer in the first
three months of implementation
• 28% savings for an online, mail-order pharmacy through a
technology-backed formal bid project
• 40% reduction in fuel surcharge expenses and other savings
for the largest privately-owned art gallery in the world
• $23,000 in refunds for a leading freight forwarder by
accurately identifying a rate error, along with setting up
$46,000 in savings per year using cost avoidance methods
• Countless hours saved for a leading designer, distributor,
and licensor of high-quality men’s and women’s apparel,
accessories by providing access to all parcel carrier rates in
an easy-to-use interface for comparing rates and allowing
them to choose the best option for each shipment

FreightOptics can also be
leveraged across the company,
allowing the Customer Service
department to access this
information for dealing with
customer-related issues.
Join us for a complimentary demo of FreightOptics. Contact our team today
at 800.578.4939 or visit us on the web at www.FreightOptics.com.
Learn more about FreightOptics with our video introduction.
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